Abstrucf -A Control Performance Monitor (CPM) as a software agent is developed for assessment the SISO control loops behaviour. A dedicated system for data pre-processing is applied in order to guaranty robust properties of the extracted process features. Using a fuzzy and rule based evaluation procedure an overall performance index is also calculated from the estimated indicators. The CPM provides early warning information when an inadmissible performance is detected. Some results of experimental verification of the CPM are reported.
Recently so-called ASPECT* control system has been developed addressed to non-linear, slowly time-variant and/or highly delayed processes typical for chemical and related industries [I I] . This system has been implemented with commercially available programmable logic controllers (PLCs). ASPECT control system is designed as a set of software modules. The core of the ASPECT control system is so called "run-time" module (RTM), which executes the main control functions (control algorithms, tuning, process model updating, assessment of the control quality, coordination of tasks etc). The RTM is based on three control algorithms:
AI: Fuzzy Gain Scheduling PID controller, A2: Predictive Functional Controller with dead time A,: Neuro-P1D controller.
compensation,
The ASPECT control system is model based and designed for SISO systems with an optional measured disturbance. The multimodel approach is used and the current model is blended according to the value of a pre-selected scheduling variable. Io this way a locally linear control could be used for nonlinear processes. Local models are obtained by identification. The parameters of all three algorithms are tuned automatically according to the local models. RTM module is organized as a group of interconnected functional units, called "agents". One of these agents is Control Performance Monitor (CPM), which will be described below. The objective of the CPM is to monitor the performance of the control system over time with each of the controllers Ai (i=1,2,3) to verify whether it remains in a state of prerequirements. CPM is an intelligent software agent that not only provides early warning of changes in the process behaviour, but can also contributes to the identification of the causes of these events and its localization e.g. to provide a relevant diagnostic information.
The main design challenge in the reported elaboration was how to translate the academic R&D to robust, reliable and maintainable algorithms and software with commercial potential, directed to medium size PLC and Open PLC implementation.
CPM main concepts
The developed CPM was chosen to be data based, because:
Comparative approach with minimum variance controller (MVC) is not relevant in the case due to existence of three time<hangeable (gain scheduled) controllers in RTM, multimodel process description with blending, and constraints 00 the manipulated variable.
Tendency to develop user-friendly tool and to take into Necessity to assess both deterministic and stochastic account the experience of operators.
performance of the control loop.
CPM indicators and indices
As a primary individual indicators, classical characteristics of the output variable transient process have been accepted (Fig. 1): (1) (Table.1 ). It contents all 27 combinations between premises terms g, t S , d and consequent, which is control Performance Index J, with five linguistic variables (Fig.2d) . After standard fuzzy logic procedures (fuzzyfication, fuuy inference and defuzzyfication) the initial crisp values of individual indicators are transformed into an integrated Performance Index (PI). PI lower than 0.25 triggers a request for switching to the Safe mode, while PI between 0.25 and 0.5 results in a sending warning message to the HMI. If the value of PI is above 0.5 the control loop could continue to work in Auto mode. Table 1 Where: E-Excellent, G-Good, P-Poor, VG-Very Good, S-Satisfactory
Robust properties of CPM
The robustness of CPM behaviour is of critical importance to the success of the performance assessment and diagnostics. In real operations simple calculations of indicators (1) are not adequate due to the presence of disturbances and noises from different sources in the measurements. A traditional re-filtering of input/output signals is inapplicable because the overlapping of signal spectra. A proper assessment of the indicators (1) could be accomplished if the following requirements are satisfied Stationary conditions checking for the disturhancelnoise signals before step changes of the reference or measurable disturbance, as well as after the settling time.
Detection the real form of the excitation signal. Excitation check if the ratio between variance of the current input/output random signals and excitation input signal is helow a specified threshold, the calculation of primary indicators (1) Benchmarking. A three grades scale ("excellent'', "good", poof') for each of relative indicators (2) and for both of integrated performance indices are defmed in order to take appropriate corrective actions when the CPM recognizes deterioration in the control system against the specifications.
Structure and functions of CPM
Using modular structure for basic signal processing:
Signal analysis and pattern recognition:
The scheme of CPM is presented in Fig.3 . It consists of three submodules: the Buffer Founder (BF), the Situation Classifier (SC) and the Performance Estimator (PE).
Buffer Founder (BF)
BF copies section of the control system buffer and makes a quick test for its suitability for performance estimation. The next processing is performed:
Copy of a real-time data buffer. This module calls functions, which copy a part of the real time data preparing from the Signal Processing Agent (SPA). The so formed array contain four variables: reference r, controlled variable y, manipulated variable U and measurable disturbance -v (if any). QUIT Fig. 3 . The scheme of CPM Steady-state checking. By using peak-to-peak and linear fit criteria this module checks whether all signals in the active buffer have reached steady state. If so there is nothing to evaluate and the processing is terminated; if not, the algorithm continues.
Checking the buffer section lengths between two sequential stepwise input changes (r and/or v).
Determination of the proper beginning of the buffer section to be analyzed in order to have available enough data before a step change of the reference or the measurable disturbance occurs, in order to check initial conditions stationary and to detect excitation signal starting time as well. 
Situation Classifier (SC)
The founded buffer section could be classified as: stepwise reference or measurable disturbance change, random disturbance (measurable or unmeasurable), not recognized event. The main part of the SC algorithm includes (Fig.3): Oscillation check. In contrast of approaches, presented in [6, 10, 13] oscillations are detected after extrema localization and comparing the decay ratio to its threshold. The main task of this checking routine is to detect oscillation as soon as possible. This procedure is intended for avoiding accidents or undesired behaviour of controlled variable. If oscillation is detected, the CPM terminates further calculations and sends a flag to the Operation Supervisor for switching to the Safe mode.
e Noise/signal estimation. The main task of this module is calculating the Noise/Signal ratio into the controlled variable (CV). An estimate of the noise variance is calculated using data 60m the CV buffer before the registered input stepwise change. The requested minimum data can be specified, The amplitude of the signal is calculated as an absolute value of the difference between the past and the new steady state value of measured disturbance (MD) (if there is a MD change) or as absolute value of the reference change (if there is a set-point (SP) change).
.Transient process settlement check. Check if the transient process has settled to a new steady state. If not, the processing is terminated.
Steady State check, Check if the process had been in a steady state before the recognized event. If not, the processing is terminated.
Performance estimator (PE)
The main CPM submodule fulfils the next: PE uses the basic modules for intersections and extrema localization in order to estimate the features of the transient process-indicators for overshot, settling time, decay, number of maxima (I) .
If the event is a random measurable or unmeasurable disturbance, the PE calculates the standard deviation of the controlled variable and checks the normality of its distribution.
The PE calculates Performance Indices using benchmarking approach (3) or the fuzzy logic based inference, as it was described above.
Send results to Operator Supervisor (OS) and Human Machine Interface (HMI)
This module comprises functions that send messages to HMI and the flag to indicate a request for switching to the Safe mode via the Operator Supervisor (OS).
CPM realization
CPM is invoked periodically. Since it is a computationally intensive task it runs as a low-priority task in a multitasking operating system. It could be activated from the HMI by operators when the operation conditions are admissible or by Operation Supervisor (OS) in a case of process deterioration. This enables the operators to interact with the control system on a regular basis and to determine for themselves the capabilities and limitations of the ASPECT control system. The CPM allows more relevant interpretation of the ASPECT control system behaviour in different operational conditions. CPM as a software agent is connected with the most of the RTM agents: Signal Preprocessing Agent (SPA) from which it copies actual buffers; Model Information Agent (MIA) to receive current model parameters; Operation Supervisor (OS) to send diagnostic results. The output from CPM to Human Machine Interface (HMI) is directed to provide actual information about control loop behaviour and/or early warning when the controlled variable is out of the presented specification limits or the Performance Index is at an unacceptable level. If an unreasonable performance is detected, CPM triggers automatic switchover to the Safe mode. Other automatic actions include resetting of Online Learning Agent (OLA) buffer if oscillation is detected. In general modification of Control Algorithm Agent parameters based on CPM results are not performed yet because such actions are highly process-specific, however this may also be implemented in specific cases.
CPM was realized in three software versions: MATLAB, C" and C. The C code contains 2200 lines.
Experimental results
Example 1. On the Fig.4 are shown the real data buffers of r, y and v for the investigated control system and CPM results for the assessed transient process. After CPM checks for steady state, oscillation, transient process settlement, disturbance analysis and noiseisignal estimation the following transient process features are calculated ( Table 2, Table 3 Table 4 and Table 5: 0.547 
Conclusions
The developed Control Performance Monitor (CPM) possess some new properties in towards a realistic data processing -proper buffer forming; dedicated preprocessing in order to guarantee conditions for robust calculations; proper situation classification.
New overall Performance Indices are proposed based on fuzzy logic and rules. The CPM not only provides early indication of unadmissible control system behavior but gives some diagnostic information also.
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